
Love
Dancing was kept up with great spirit from ten till six – 
quadrilles, polkas, gallopes and waltzes succeeding each other 
with wonderful rapidity 
The Atlas, July 17 1847

HAL TO NETTIE  October 6 1847, Ratttlesnake, Moreton Bay
The first letter he wrote to me [Nettie 1896]

Dearest, I love you with all my heart and soul, you have taken 
possession, little witch that you are, of the inmost chambers of my heart 
– you have become one of the main sources of my thoughts and one of 
the chief springs of my actions – you have given my life the one thing it 
wanted – an object to which its energies might be directed –

NETTIE TO HAL  July 21 1848, Holmwood, The New Town
A few words to my dear, my very dear Henry ere sleep shall plunge me 
to unconsciousness ... regarding a little white rose I gave you on leaving 
the Ball at Government House – Dear Hal do you remember that night? 
You asked the rose of me as “something by which to hope” Those were 
your words – how I treasured those of all others you offered that evening 
feeling – yet scarcely daring to believe – their import.

HAL TO NETTIE  July 23 1848, Rattlesnake, Cape Tribulation
You cannot tell how inconceivably beautiful and comforting it is to know 
that amidst all the changes and chances of life there is yet one thing 
fixed and unchangeable – a firm ground if all else slips under our feet 
– Such firm ground is to me – your love – were all else fluctuating – all 
else doubtful that should be the foundation of my belief that truth and 
sacredness do exist in this world ... And now, is not my way of loving 
better than yours?

NETTIE TO HAL  January 17 1849, Holmwood, The New Town
Dearest Henry,
... Ah you do me injustice on imagining mine is now a doubting love – it 
is anxious often to pain but never doubting I love you warmly, faithfully 
and trustingly – I have not to tell you how utterly I love you - There is no 
sacrifice or hardship that I could not make for your sake nothing that I 
could not patiently endure – 

HAL TO NETTIE  May 10 1849, Rattlesnake, Moreton Bay
You are my Hopeful – ‘There is one longing to welcome you back whose 
heart will ever share your every joy who with you would rather tread the 
most rugged path of life than pace through brightest scenes without you, 
dear dear Hal you will believe this I can only now explain how fervently 
I love you – Time shall show how abiding’ Those were your words two 
years ago, dearest – Does your heart still echo them? The firm belief 
that it does is my chief, my only happiness – Good bye darling – a long 
goodbye – Believe that I love you more and more and am always your 
own Hal – 
... thank God I never failed him [Nettie Feb 2 1896]



Daily routine
Fashions for May: Velvet will continue in favor to ornament 
dresses, as well as fringes and gimps of every variety; flounces 
are indispensible for full dress 
The Atlas, September 4 1848

NETTIE TO HAL  February 7 1848, Holmwood, The New Town
Another week or six days and I shall be anticipating a letter from you 
– what a pleasure in store for me – do you remember the promise of the 
18 letters to be opened monthly and how we had both thought of the same 
thing unknown to each other … I think I shall give the letters names the 
first shall be Separating the next Hope – Patience and so on Despair will 
certainly be the title of the 16th altho’ Hope may again appear at the 17th 
and Joy crown all.

NETTIE TO HAL  March 7 1848, Holmwood, The New Town
For the last fortnight I’ve had an unvaried routine … just before 
breakfast we go into [my brother-in-law] Will’s study and he reads 
prayers – a good practise which had somewhat fallen into disuse during 
your stay here ... – After this breakfast – and then away goes dear 
Will to dusty Sydney – I then arrange all household matters which are 
sometimes few but often many. Then I go into [my sister] Ory’s room and 
work with her – it being cooler there in the morning than the front of the 
house till nearly lunchtime when we dress for the afternoon – This toil 
finished we take lunch … – Ory then lies down and reads or works - and 
I work too sometimes …  By this time dear Will arrives and the children 
creep out of the nursery windows for sweeties ... – We all three then 
walk round the garden – and listen to the remarks of the gardener upon 
potatoes, cows and bees and such like productions – When should I grow 
tired or I should rather say impatient I leave them, and run in and sing 
any song I think you like – generally a German one

HAL TO NETTIE  May 14 1848, Rattlesnake at sea 
This I give you, my better angel that I may not become wholly a mere 
thinking machine as the course of my daily life threatens to make me.
I am anything but a methodical person amid ordinary circumstances –  
so that the clockwork regularity with which my life slips away on board 
ship sometimes astonishes even myself – Here is a bit of my doings, one 
day for all – Up a little before eight – breakfast. See sick folks – Quarters 
(general muster) 9 o’clock – Read – 12 o’c Dinner – read 4 o’c See Sick 
5o’ Quarters again. Tea – 6o’c to 10o’c Read – Then walk on the deck for 
an hour or two by myself if possible – 11 ½ to 12 go to bed – There is my 
life – Shut up as I am in the midst of this busy little world – 

HAL TO NETTIE  October 18 1848, Cape York
since our arrival here ten days ago I have been in one continual fever of 
mingled hope and anxiety – about this confounded provision ship – which 
should have brought me your dear letters long ago ... I have had only 
one consolation – MacGillivray had a letter from his wife waiting for him 
at Booby Island and she mentions the arrival at Sydney of the ‘Will o’ the 
Wisp’ so you will have had my letter –



Character
… during the survey a clear channel of at least thirty miles wide 
has been surveyed, extending from the easternmost end of the 
Louisade to Cape Possession 
Maitland Mercury, 2 March 1850

NETTIE TO HAL  May 5 1848, Holmwood, The New Town
Having  pointed out your erroneous interpretations of your feelings  
I shall tell you what you really are at least have ever been and I know 
you are no hypocrite – You are then high principled, generous and 
kind,  - good tempered (despite your flashing black eyes which in this 
case disprove my theory of the union of temper and dark eyes) most 
affectionate and where injury has been done you forgiving

HAL TO NETTIE  July 8 1848, Rattlesnake at sea off Low island 
They talk of people being born for one another – ... there is such an odd 
similarity in many of the circumstances of our lives – and still more in 
many of our thoughts and peculiarities as we have often noticed – Four 
and twenty years ago darling you and I were both raised by nurses 
– scarcely to be distinguished apart save by the adoring eye of nurse or 
maiden aunt who were ready to swear that we had our mother’s eyes 
and our father’s noses – Both of us were moved in comfort through our 
childish years – both of us had our household gods early overturned 
and scattered by misfortune – both in later years found a home in the 
house of a brother-in-law – Each makes a journey into a far countree 
and throughout it all each loved the other – at once and without the 
slightest pretensions to judgment – discretion – or any other of these 
considerations which characterize the doings of sensible folks 

NETTIE TO HAL  Jan 21 1849, Holmwood, The New Town
My heart sinks when it pictures any calamity befalling you – the hopes 
of my life wd be gone and there wd be no pleasure in its duties – God in 
mercy spare you – both of us – to spend many years together – Oh I shall 
be so happy to be your wife to know that  no one could claim to separate 
me from you -  You think too well of me dearest Hal indeed you imagine 
me an almost faultless temper – and oh I feel so many rebellions risings 
within often self willed, contradictory and irritable and tho I sometimes 
fancy I should not be so to you I fear this might be but an illusion

HAL TO NETTIE  July 1 1849, Sudest Island, Louisiade
– and without any affectation of mock morality – I believe that I possess 
honour which might by proper training have been made a great deal 
stronger – I believe that I have a somewhat .. logical mind – and strong 
appreciation of the Beautiful in whatever shape – I might have made a 
good student – and an accomplished man – As it is what am I? A hotch 
potch of knowledge and ignorance – Facts and fictions picked up from 
all the highways and byways of knowledge cheek by jowl with the most 
absurd ignorance at which a schoolboy might blush – 
...  I wish you could know me thoroughly – I would not have you 
deceived in any one point of my character even though it should diminish 
your love for me and so I weary you then these bits of autobiography – 



Pantomime of life
Walk up, Ladies and Gentlemen! Walk up – walk up. Captain 
Stanley, of HMS Rattlesnake, has kindly consented to take the 
Chair! 
The Australian Journal, September 7 1847

HAL’S JOURNAL  November 25 1847, at sea on route to Port Curtis
But I, on my part, promised to behave very prudently. And so I did. 
For blessed be the Gods (and Mrs Fanning), Nettie came down alone to 
receive me. She tried very hard to look indifferently at some prints on the 
table, but it was no good. My secret (and hers too) was soon out and we 
were both very, very happy when–when what? why that abominable soft-
stepping butler came in to announce lunch. But I admire that man–he 
never changed countenance a muscle.
And this is what you call prudence, Signor Tom, is it? Certainly. Waste of 
time is the highest improvidence, and I lost none.

NETTIE TO HAL  September 5 1848, Holmwood, The New Town
...  when I heard a door swing open and shut again I sprang up  ...  
opened the store room door and after groping for matches got a light 
and don’t laugh Hal a dagger with which I went down Alice being afraid 
to accompany me and almost afraid to remain – By this time Will had 
awoke and he looked over all the house but found no one yet discovered 
the cause of my fear – nettle had pushed open a back verandah door ...
You cannot think how I got laughed at for taking the dagger – Fancy 
Alice asking me what I had in my hand and one saying a dagger – almost 
screaming “A what? Good gracious Nettie what are you going to do –  
I laughed very much and said in case I stumble over anybody on the 
stairs ....  

HAL TO NETTIE  October 20 1849, Cape York
I am going away, my dearest Nettie, tomorrow for two or three weeks 
cruise  ...  What am I going for, do you ask? Upon my word I don’t 
know – except that lying at anchor here for that time I should possibly 
do something rash out of sheer ennui and secondly, I do desire to see 
something of Mrs Thompson’s place of captivity – Who is Mrs Thompson? 
Oh you will know all about that from my own mouth before this reaches 
you – In fact it is my belief that by that happy time she will have become 
quite a Lion or rather ‘Lionne’ in the good town of Sydney and a source 
of great glorification and turkey-cock gobbling for us – 

NETTIE TO HAL  September 5 1850, Ezram Bathurst, N.S. Wales
- Ours is a quiet but glad home – our troubles are all from without and 
I constantly endeavour to banish the remembrance of these by fun and 
nonsense – I generally succeed in infecting Mamma with my mirth – 
Fancy dear Hal I was one morning chased by Papa with a soapy shaving 
brush and was finally locked out of the room because I wd torment 
them with the chorus of that exquisite ballad Lord Lovely and finding I 
couldn’t get indoors continued my infliction at the window –



Cultural pursuits
The [Rattlesnake’s] collectors of curiosities had reaped an 
abundant harvest, and had found some very rare things ... 
Moreton Bay Courier, 20 September 1848

NETTIE TO HAL  February 8 1848, Holmwood, The New Town
We have just read one of Miss Bremer’s novels ‘The Homes’ -  I like it 
better than any I have read. There is such a truthful simplicity about it 
that quite captivates me and many sparks of genuine humour – ...  I am 
sure the people in Sweden and Germany are of more sunny dispositions 
than we English.

HAL TO NETTIE  May 12 1849, Rattlesnake at sea off Port Bowen
It is curious to me that feminine authors always make their heroines so 
unsparingly beautiful – they are more given to this I think than writers 
of the other sex – It is either a bad compliment to themselves or to us –  
Is a womans pure soul so unattractive a thing that it requires accidental 
adornment – is it the binding rather than the book that is of value? Or 
are men so stultified that they prefer being bound by their senses – to the 
free yet close bond of their minds?

HAL TO NETTIE  May 20 1849, Rattlesnake Moreton Bay
Do you know that I always took peculiar pleasure in reading to you 
...  Love heightens our feelings both of pleasure and pain – and mostly 
does it intensify ones appreciation of art and poetry – I can compare its 
influence to nothing else than that of beautiful music – It was always one 
of my especial delights to read while hearing music
I have been reading …’Werther’s Leiden’ I had a prejudice against it 
imagining it to be a mass of sentimental twaddle – but it is the last time 
that I will commit so great a sin against the great Goethe – It is a strange 
book but a sadly true one – I have felt it – thought it all – with those 
differences that would necessarily exist – between a German and an 
Englishman.

NETTIE TO HAL  May 26 1849, Holmwood, The New Town
... I passed a very pleasurable evening but longed so much for your loved 
presence – Since then we have been 2 days to Home Bush Races also very 
pleasant tho somewhat tiring days – and lastly to the night Ball and the 
next day to the Exhibition of Paintings all about which dearest I must 
leave till another time to tell you as from a week’s excitement one way 
and another I have had very little rest.

NETTIE TO HAL  June 27 1850, Tempe
Afternoon – Alice and I have just returned from a merry walk in the 
Battery where we have been singing “Blue Bean” at the top of our 
voices a strong fresh wind blowing on us the while and freshening us 
most delightfully – I am about to be idle throw myself on the sofa and 
indulge in the second volume of The Home! Whilst dreams fancies and 
remembrances of you dear one mingle with my reading – is not that 
snatching a colour from the rainbow?



Toil
SHIPPING - Plymouth, Wednesday -
The storeship Rattlesnake, Acting-Commauder Yule, arrived late 
last night, after a lengthened passage of 177 days from Sydney 
The Times, 12 Feb 1851

HAL TO NETTIE  October 14 1849, Rattlesnake Cape York
... and I tell him in my note that the bulk of this letter arises from the 
long statistics and other scientific information about New Guinea – After 
all however I think I have hardly mentioned our doing in the whole 12 
pages – We have had a very safe – very enervating and mostly very dull 
cruise – The New Guinea men are far more civil than we imagined – and 
so far as we have been concerned no climate could be healthier ... The 
only real hardship I have suffered – .. is that absence of anything worthy 
to be called tea – and not able to get more than two cups – Isn’t that a 
cause of real distress?

NETTIE TO HAL  July 27 1850, Bathurst
Last night after tea I amused myself by translating some verses from 
Schiller called ‘Sehnsucht’  must I fancy they may please you dear Hal 
I enclose them – The last  verse I found very difficult to translate, so 
much was understood rather than expressed and all to be condensed 
into four lines – After long thinking I have accomplished it but not quite 
to my liking – Like a good Menen too I am translating some Italian tales 
without however knowing the cast of the Grammar – but, that is as well 
studied afterwards tho’ it is not a general opinion –

NETTIE TO HAL  September 10 1850, Bathurst
Have you been studying much? Let me beg that you will not ruin your 
sight by looking thro’  powerful magnifying glasses at hairs on little 
marine monsters 

HAL TO NETTIE  December 2 1850, London
The decision of the Committee of the Royal Society as to the grant of 
money for the publication of my papers, cannot take place for two or 
three months, but I feel quite easy on that score – 
 Don’t you think I am on the high road to become a mighty 
“spiderstuffer” as Fanning has it? If stuffing fleas will lead me to my  
end I am quite prepared to stuff them – 

HAL TO NETTIE  December 16 1850, London
The difficulties of making one’s way in England seem greater than ever 
– and though I am in as good a position as any man of my standing, 
with prospect of reaping lots of honour – yet it all seems to me to lead 
nowhither – ...  I feel actually bitter with people for congratulating me 
on my good fortune – Most of all dearest Nettie, do I feel in how wrong  
a position I have placed you – 



Darwin’s bulldog
Prof. Huxley to his friend Dr Frederick Dyster,
September 9 1860

Has the rumour of the Oxford row reached Tenby? It was great fun. I 
had said that I could not see what difference it would make to my moral 
responsibility if I had had an ape for a grandfather, and saponacious 
Samuel thought it was a fine opportunity for chaffing a savan. However 
he performed the operation vulgarly and I determined to punish him 
– partly on that account and partly because he talked pretentious 
nonsense. So when I got up I spoke pretty much to the effect – that I had 
listened with great attention to the Lord Bishop’s speech but had been 
unable to discover either a new fact or a new argument in it – except 
indeed the question raised as to my personal predilections in the matter 
of ancestry – that it would not have occurred to me to bring forward such 
a topic as that for discussion myself, but that I was quite ready to meet 
the Right Rev. prelate even on that ground. If then, said I, the question 
is put to me would I rather have a miserable ape for a grandfather or 
a man highly endowed by nature and possessed of great means and 
influence and yet who employs these faculties and that influence for the 
mere purpose of introducing ridicule into a grave scientific discussion –  
I unhesitatingly affirm my preference for the ape.

Whereupon there was unextinguishable laughter among the people, 
and they listened to the rest of my argument with the greatest attention. 
Lubbock and Hooker spoke after me with great force and among us we 
shut up the bishop and his laity.

I happened to be in very good condition and said my say with perfect 
good temper and politeness – I assure you of this because all sorts of 
reports [have] been spread about, e.g. that I had said I would rather be 
an ape than a bishop, etc.

All the Oxford Dons were there and several hundred people in the room 
– so that I think Samuel will think twice before he tries a fall with men of 
science again.

If he had dealt with the subject fairly and moderately, I would not have 
treated him in this way – But the round-mouth, oily, special pleading of 
a man who is ignorant of the subject, presumed on his position and his 
lawyer faculty gave me a most unmitigated contempt for him. You can’t 
think how pleased all his confrères were. I believe I was the most popular 
man in Oxford for full four and twenty hours afterwards.



Joseph Hooker to Charles Darwin,
July 2 1860 Botanic Gardens Oxford 

‘Dear Darwin
I have just come in from my last moonlight saunter at Oxford  … I swore 
I would not go near a Section [of the British Association meeting] & 
did not for two days – but amused myself with the Colleges buildings & 
alternate sleeps in the sleepy gardens & rejoiced in my indolence. Huxley 
& Owen had had a furious battle over Darwins absent body at Section 
D., before my arrival, – of which more anon. H. was triumphant – You 
& your book forthwith became the topics of the day, … On Saturday I 
walked with my old friend of the Erebus Capt Dayman to the Sections 
& swore as usual I would not go in; but getting equally bored of doing 
nothing I did. A paper of a yankee donkey called Draper on ‘civilization 
according to the Darwinian hypothesis’ or some such title was being 
read,  & it did not mend my temper; for of all the flatulent stuff and 
all the self sufficient stuffers – these were the greatest, it was all a pie 
of Herbt Spenser & Buckle [philosopher Spence & historian Buckle] 
without the seasoning of either –  however hearing that Soapy Sam 
[Samuel Wilberforce, Bishop of Oxford, also called Sam Oxon] was to 
answer I waited to hear the end. The meeting was so large that they 
had adjourned to the Library which was crammed with between 700 & 
1000 people, for all the world was there to hear Sam Oxon – Well Sam 
Oxon got up & spouted for half an hour with inimitable spirit uglyness 
& emptyness & unfairness, I saw he was coached up by Owen & knew 
nothing & he said not a syllable but what was in the Reviews – he 
ridiculed you badly & Huxley savagely – 

Huxley answered admirably & turned the tables, but he could not throw 
his voice over so large an assembly, nor command the audience; & he 
did not allude to Sam’s weak points nor put the matter in a form or way 
that carried the audience. The battle waxed hot. Lady Brewster fainted, 
the excitement increased as others spoke – my blood boiled, I felt myself 
a dastard; now I saw my advantage – I swore to myself I would smite 
that Amalekite Sam hip & thigh if my heart jumped out of my mouth 
& I handed my name up to the President (Henslow) as ready to throw 
down the gauntlet – I must tell you that Henslow as president would have 
none speak but those who had arguments to use, & 4 persons had been 
burked by the audience & President for mere declamation: it moreover 
became necessary for each speaker to mount the platform & so there I 
was cocked up with Sam at my right elbow, & there & then I smashed 
him amid rounds of applause – I hit him in the wind at the first shot in 10 
words taken from his own ugly mouth – & then proceeded to demonstrate 
in as few more 1 that he could never have read your book & 2 that he 
was absolutely ignorant of the rudiments of Bot. Science – I said a few 
more on the subject of my own experience, & conversion & wound up 
with a very few observations on the relative position of the old & new 
hypotheses, & with some words of caution to the audience – Sam was 
shut up – had not one word to say in reply & the meeting was dissolved 
forthwith leaving you master of the field after 4 hours battle. Huxley who 
had borne all the previous brunt of the battle & who never before (thank 
God) praised me to my face, told me it was splendid, & that he did not 
know before what stuff I was made of – I have been congratulated & 
thanked by the blackest coats & whitest stocks in Oxford …’



Hand-held magic lantern and hand-coloured lantern slides
Powerhouse Museum, Sydney. H6918-1, H6918-4, 6, 7, 10, 13
Photo: Sotha Bourn

The optical or magic lantern is a by-product of the 17th century scientific 
exploration into light, its uses and the potential of lens magnification. 
Christiaan Huygens and Robert Hooke were among a number of European 
scientists involved in the development of the telescope and microscope 
who were also interested in the lantern projector’s capacity to direct light to 
project a clear image.
 
By the 1840s the magic lantern, employing light to project an enlargement of 
a painted glass image, was widely used for entertainment and education.
Many companies sprung up to cater for a growing market, mass producing 
hand-painted glass slides and scripts for accompanying narration.

A Carpenter and Westley lantern projector was taken on the Rattlesnake 
voyage and was used in Captain Stanley’s cabin to entertain. Numerous 
peoples in both in the Torres Strait and New Guinea islands were treated to 
slide exhibitions. The slides shown here date from the 1850s and are typical 
of the entertainment subjects – such as nursery rhymes or smugglers caught 
in action.

Laughter and song


